Introduction
============

"I would feel that I am definitely most, very proud to be Indian, especially when I'm overseas. Why I don't know lah. Maybe because a lot of colonialism has rubbed into me, what I have read, so I'm very, a little, against it. (...) But when *you* subject me to some kind of, um, you know, social status where *you* look down upon me or something like that, if I get a feel of it, the Indian in *me* will come to the fore."

--Shan, Singaporean, self-identified Indian

Racial identity is constructed, and reconstructed by individuals in the presence of Others -- implied, imagined and real. The process of constructing a racial identity has been described, as "you think therefore I am" ([@B63]; p. 361), a twist on Descartes' famous statement. It is therefore a dialogical process -- one that is social and includes multiple voices. Indeed, the dialogical Self^[1](#fn01){ref-type="fn"}^ is oppositional to the Cartesian Self in that the former is embodied, tied to a specific place and time, and not only a self-contained individual ([@B42]). Following this dialogical perspective, this article assumes that identity construction occurs when people engage in a collaborative meaning making of themselves within their social worlds. Thus, the Self is fundamentally relational -- Others form part of the Self ([@B9]). As seen in the quote above, the influence of the Other makes the Indian identity salient for Shan, and her racial identity becomes especially salient when she is outside of the country where she lives. Consequently, a social and cultural psychological perspective on racial identity construction should focus on how an individual's construction of race draws from and feeds back to the social groups within which these constructions are made. It should also focus on how multi-cultural contexts influence these constructions and how harmonious or conflicting constructions among different individuals are managed or reconstructed. As such, this paper looks at the how racial identities are constructed, re-constructed and thus change, in group settings among Singaporeans and Malaysians living in Singapore, Kuala Lumpur, and London.

What Is Identity?
=================

Firstly, we argue that identity is not merely a product of memberships of different social groups ([@B94]) but rather a dynamic and contextualised process of connecting with a group, enacting that group's representations and being viewed as a member of that group. We follow [@B27] p. 182) conception of identity which highlights that "identity is as much concerned with the process of being identified as with making identifications" and that "identities provide ways of organising meanings so as to sustain a sense of stability." Indeed, the presence of others is important for individuals to develop the ability to recognise themselves, to build relationships with others, and to become self-conscious and agentic ([@B49]). However, it is through social processes that the 'contents' (e.g., norms and values) of any identity are constructed. Group identities are made and remade in, and through, argument and social practise ([@B48]). Keeping in mind the perception of others, multiple motives such as self-esteem, efficacy, continuity and meaning, influence identity construction ([@B101]). Some complex identities, like religious identities, are strategically constructed based on essentialist, politicised discourses to meet different needs within a community, such as promoting political action ([@B56]; [@B47]). The Self is also responding to the voices of Others. Individuals are motivated to understand what other people think and say, and often repeat or paraphrase the words of others ([@B62]; [@B35]). Therefore, this Self-Other relationship is integral in understanding the process of identification, the content of the identity, as well as the motivations of the identity constructed.

Secondly, most identity researchers highlight the fluid nature of identities by stating that these identities are "constructed on the spot to reflect contemporary properties of self and others" ([@B41], p. 5). This is to say that identity construction should be firmly rooted in the immediate perceptual context -- that is, the context that is present at the point of direct observation. Thus, the psychology of identity construction should be studied across different contexts to understand the differences among individuals who belong to the same categories and construct the same identities. This assumption drives this study.

While identity is best understood in the context that it is constructed and managed in, as many identity theorists argue ([@B49]; [@B91]), context itself remains an allusive concept in many studies. The definition of context is often unclear and open for interpretation by the reader. [@B20] concretised context in the psychological study of sex workers and health outcomes by focusing on moments where social phenomena are activated. She reduced context to specific time points where psychological processes take place. Research elsewhere has made the case for grounding psychological processes within a broader perspective of the socio-political context that is constructed and maintained by political elites ([@B100]), and influenced by institutions ([@B6]). Therefore, we situate our study of identity construction explicitly in group settings (specific moments) across different socio-political contexts (as demarcated by different geographical contexts). This approach can clearly capture the influence of socio-political contexts on racial identity construction, and the dialogicality of construction of identities among individuals.

To elucidate the process, content, and motivations of identity construction in its socio-political context we use the Social Representations Approach (SRA; [@B29]). SRA combines both Social Identity Theory (SIT; [@B94]) and Social Representations Theory (SRT; [@B65], [@B66]) and has been used together to understand socio-psychological processes that are embedded within a political dimension. Broadly, SIT helps understand the motivations of identity construction and negotiation, while SRT is focused on the process and content of the identity that is constructed. Four key assumptions of SRA are crucial for this paper. Firstly, social representations are shared knowledge that define how people act within their social worlds. Secondly, social representations are meta-knowledge -implying that the individual is reflexive and takes into account what one thinks that Others know, think and value ([@B29]). Next, social representations are enacted communication that is shaped by factors that limit social practises, such as how others act toward us. Lastly, social representations are world-making assumptions that both constitute reality and, at times, change reality as well. In addition, we consider [@B90] fifth component of SRA that seeks to show how shared knowledge is structured through "thinking in antinomies" (p. 762), which is the notion that thought is inherently dialogical. Thus, SRA invites the researcher to look at relations, rather than isolated individuals. What needs to be explored within the SRA paradigm, however, is how individuals use meta and shared knowledge to change the content of representations, and subsequently their racial identities.

Racial and Ethnic Identities
----------------------------

Race, ethnicity and nationality are important social categories for many individuals. They form part of an individual's self-concept that the individual adopts to make sense of their social worlds ([@B13]; [@B86]). Constructions of race are meaningful for minority group individuals living in multicultural societies across the world ([@B59]; [@B98]). Influential work by [@B19] firmly grounded the importance of the psychological study of the impact of race on everyday lives of individuals. Since then, psychologists have focused on the different ways that race impacts upon an individual's sense of wellbeing ([@B96]), attitudes on immigration ([@B22]), sense of belonging ([@B51]), views on multiculturalism ([@B99]), experiences of colonisation ([@B30]), intergroup contact ([@B76]) and, evident in all these studies, racism ([@B95]). Often, the focus has been placed on how individuals and relevant Others identify themselves as members of their racial ingroup.

Whilst a very salient aspect of the lived experiences of racially marginalised and disempowered groups around the world, academic literature that is often published in many "mainstream" psychology journals engages little with institutional prescriptions of race on individuals and how these prescriptions influence on the psychology of these individuals (but see [@B85]). This is not to say that such academic work does not exist. On the contrary, thorough research has been conducted, and continues to be conducted, on the effects that institutions have on racial identity. However, such discussions are often more prevalent in what are considered "niche" journals, such as the Journal of Black Psychology ([@B97]) and Cultural Diversity and Ethnic Minority Psychology ([@B21]), in the realm of applied psychology, such as Journal of Community and Applied Social Psychology ([@B26]) or in medical sociology, such as Journal of Health and Social Behaviour ([@B84]). This article contributes to the endeavour of increasing visibility of these lived realities of individuals within academia. We also hope that the open-access policy of Frontiers in Psychology would result in a greater engagement with our work and that of others we cite here.

We have decided to use the term race throughout the article reflecting the manner with which it is used by our participants and is constructed in governmental discourse. We take [@B17] position that race and racism are dynamic social processes that are different in different social contexts. In Malaysia and Singapore, the terms race and ethnicity are used interchangeably, with race being more commonly used in general public debates. In these two countries, race is understood to be patrilineal and inherent in one's biological makeup. Furthermore, scholars have acknowledged that the sole focus on ethnicity has left the persistent nature of racism unaddressed ([@B39]). In understanding intergroup relations in a context where race is a meaningful category, we believe that it is imperative to use terms that reflect the current discourse. As such, race is used in this paper without the use of double quotes so as to reflect its use in the context of Singapore and Malaysia, specifically addressing or reflecting government or participants' discourse. However, from our perspective it is understood as being socially constructed, situational and fluid, and not a biological fact.

It is widely accepted within the social sciences that race is not related to one's biology. However, the everyday understanding of race is that it is entrenched in inherent differences. It is this disconnect, between the academic understanding of race and the everyday understanding of race, that makes the contexts of Malaysia and Singapore important and interesting research contexts to study racial identity construction. Political scientists and sociologists have been interested in the multicultural frameworks used in these two countries because of their impact on political ideologies, and development of civil societies. Multicultural societies such as Malaysia and Singapore present a unique opportunity for psychologists to understand how an individual's everyday engagements with race-based policies influence how they make sense of themselves and their social worlds because they provide a sharp contrast to contexts that do not explicitly utilise race-based social policies.

While there is extensive research and publication on race in the Western world, there is much less academic engagement with constructions of race beyond the West. Even as we avoid the dichotomy of East versus West, collectivistic versus individualistic cultures, cultural differences do lead to different construals of the Self and Other ([@B64]). Indeed, there is a rich tradition of psychological studies from Asia, Africa and Latin America that inform our understanding of the human condition and that cannot be ignored ([@B89]; [@B72]). There have been many, more recent, contributions to the study of racial identities from South Africa ([@B16]), Malaysia ([@B32]), and Brazil ([@B12]), for example, which have used and extended Western research and theories on racial identities. To this end, there are many insights to be gleaned from directing our focus to racial identity constructions in a comparative study among Malaysians and Singaporeans. Thus, in line with understanding racial identity construction across contexts, three different socio-political contexts, Malaysia, Singapore, and the United Kingdom, were selected.

Malaysia, Singapore, and the United Kingdom (Uk): an Overview
=============================================================

Many scholars have documented the indelible marks left by colonisation that shapes many aspects of the daily lives of individuals across the world ([@B30]; [@B83]; [@B4]; [@B43]). Colonisation has especially influenced the psychology of individuals with regard to race and culture ([@B71]). The connections between knowledge, power and practise have impacted the construction of colonised subjects ([@B60]). Malaysia and Singapore which were ruled as one entity (Malaya) by the British until 1959, form an important part of our study as they show how the nations' evolution, influenced by colonial rule, sets the socio-political context for the construction of identities. Specifically, colonial adminstrators sought to define the diverse population by racial categories that roughly related to the different countries that individuals migrated from, and were based on anthropological constructions of indigenous populations ([@B79]). The postcolonial Malayan government desired a multicultural nation united by a single language -- Malay -- and the idea of a Malay Malaya was central to this ideology. However, this policy faced resistance by non-Malays who perceived it as a threat to their own cultural identities and practises. Race riots between Chinese and Malays in Singapore in 1964 (and later in 1969) were believed to be caused by differences in political ideologies in the two countries ([@B69]). Postcolonial Malaya thus separated into Singapore and Malaysia amidst racial tension on economic, social and political fronts.

Two different models of multiculturalism developed in the two countries ([@B69]), forming two distinct socio-political contexts; yet both postcolonial goverments maintained colonial racial categories. Malaysia's *'Bumiputera' (sons of the soil)* policy means that non-Malay Malaysians accept Malay supremacy in exchange for citizenship. In Singapore's policy of multiracialism that is guided by pragmatic realism and economic goals, the 'social formula' of the CMIO model is built upon the acceptance of the four main races in Singapore -- Chinese, Malay, Indian, and 'Other' (CMIO) -- as separate but equal in formulating most of its social policies. This policy positions Singapore as a meritocracy. However, the reality is that a focus on individual race-based cultural development and differential opportunities has led to unequal power dynamics amongst the population, resulting in racial inequalities ([@B18]; [@B68]). In this study we present a cross-country comparison of three racial identities (Chinese, Malay, Indian), present in both countries, that were created through a joined history of migration, historical racial boundary-making and contemporary institutional social policies.

When understanding racial identity construction in the contexts of post-colonial Malaysia and Singapore, it is imperative to look at the process of racial categorisation. The categorisation process has both administrative and informational functions in understanding the perceived world ([@B16]). Categories create the idea that the world is structured into predictable attributes, rather than arbitrary ones, thus maximising information with least effort on the individual's part ([@B82]). However, informal and formal categorisations of the same object may have different contents and meanings. For example, the formal categorisation of race in Singapore and Malaysia involves a classification of an individual based on her/his father's racial categorisation via patrilineal determination. This formal categorisation takes place at birth, being inscribed in the birth certificate and national identity card of all individuals born in the two countries. A visible representation of both racial and national identity is presented together for the individual. Futhermore, Malaysians and Singaporeans are encouraged to identify with hyphenated identities that encompass both their racial and national identities such as Malay--Singaporean and Chinese--Malaysian ([@B40]). Racial and national identities are thus often constructed together in the formal categorisation of the individual.

That this formal categorisation process has its roots in British colonial management of diverse populations is relevant because British colonial strategies of 'define and rule' were created to determine people's function in the colonial economy ([@B61]). Indians were mainly recruited to work as 'coolies' in plantations, Chinese peasants were segregated in the tin mines and the local Malay peasantry were largely left bound to their rural-based activities ([@B53]). This separation meant that the heterogeneity within the diverse populations was collapsed into simplified racial categories for ease of administration. Not only did colonial adminstrators stratify the population administratively, they also attributed specific characteristics to members of each racial category. These colonial constructions of race were even detailed in handbooks for new European residents so that they would know how to engage with local populations ([@B38]). In the text below found in one such handbook, we see colonial constructions of members of the Chinese racial category.

> *"The Chinese community\...ready to learn, obliging, full of zeal, but rich in nothing but a sound mind in a sound body, shrewd and strong. Sometimes, of course, he comes masquerading as this, but is in reality a pirate or a gang robber to his trade."* ([@B38], p. 54).

Postcolonial governments of the two countries carried forward formal categorisations of race from the British. From a political perspective, little has changed since independence from colonial rule with regards to the importance of the racial categories as well as the content of these categories in Singapore (see [@B77], for an elaboration). Race has retained its role as the prime apparatus of administration and control, with race-based political parties in Malaysia deriving their origins and ideologies from post-colonial context ([@B32]). Yet perhaps what is less studied, within the contexts of Malaysia and Singapore, is whether these colonial constructions of race persist in contemporary construction of racial identities given that the colonial racial categories remain in formal racial categorisation today.

On the other hand, appearance, language, and participation in that racial group's life constitute an informal, vernacular categorisation of race in the two countries. These vernacular categorisations tell us about what people do with formal categorisations. Interactions occur between the informal and formal categorisations, showing us that we should aim to find out how people place themselves and Others into categories situationally ([@B28]). Singapore and Malaysia highlight how through two classification systems, the concept of race is kept alive and used to hold institutions and people together ([@B23]). The formal and informal converge in the Singaporean and Malaysian individuals' everyday engagement with social policies and in their interactions with one another.

While colonial rule reified racial categories used both formally and informally, social and cultural psychology has been at pains to understand disruptions and changes to such categories. As [@B36] argue, social categories are perspectival (rooted in a social position), historical (changing categories, and changing human groups), disrupted by the movement of people (people move in and out of social categories), and re-constitutive of the phenomena they seek to describe (reproducing categories in theory leads to reifying them in practise). By applying this perspective to Malaysia and Singapore, we need to keep in mind what the categories of race mean within the specific historical, political and geographical context. At the same time, it is necessary to understand if and when individuals can move in and out of these categories that have been placed upon them.

Although in Singapore and Malaysia today, racial identity is used to allocate resources such as education, housing and employment, and is assigned by the state, race is constructed very differently by the United Kingdom state. Here, individuals have the option to choose an ethnic (not racial) label for themselves such as White and Black Caribbean at the institutional level, and assigning resources based on race would be considered illegal racism. We thus chose London as a research site because thousands of Singaporeans and Malaysians take up temporary or permanent residence in London ([@B70]). London presents an interesting research context to study how Malaysians and Singaporeans construct race as they would not need to use racial categories imposed by the Singaporean and Malaysian government to access resources in the United Kingdom, and have the option of giving themselves a racial identity with which they self-identified. Therefore, the assumption is that Malaysians and Singaporeans living under different socio-political contexts (such as the United Kingdom) would construct Malay, Chinese, and Indian racial identities differently because the identity construction process is mediated by the immediate perceptual context.

Present Study
-------------

We focused our research on the construction of Malay, Chinese and Indian racial identities in three different socio-political contexts: Malaysia and Singapore where race is constructed by the state and plays a salient role in the way individuals interact with social policies; and the United Kingdom where race is self-constructed at the institutional and formal categorisation level. We studied if there was a difference in the construction of the same racial identities by Malaysians and Singaporeans when they had experiences of living outside of the two countries of origin, especially in a country that does not utilise similar race based social policies. This study forms part of a larger study exploring the connection between context and racial identity construction. Thus, the research question for this study was: *How do different socio-political contexts, namely Malaysia, Singapore, and the United Kingdom, influence racial identity construction among Malaysians and Singaporeans in group settings?*

Materials and Methodsology
==========================

To understand issues of race and race relations, it is necessary to use methodologies that will ground the research in the everyday experience and talk about these experiences ([@B25]). Thus, focus group discussions and Dialogical Analysis (DA) were chosen to enable a clear understanding of the multiple meanings that categories hold for individuals. Michael Billig criticised how identity theorists analyse identities without any distinction between laboratory settings and categories that have meaning outside of the laboratory. This critique concluded that meanings associated with social groups were more important for the social identities of people than how an individual self-categorised ([@B14]). Therefore, we decided to host focus group discussions among the participants so as to reflect the society at large, given [@B31] view that focus groups are "thinking societies in miniature" ([@B57], p. 650). We applied DA with a focus on metaperspectives within the intersubjectivity paradigm ([@B35]) and multivoicedness ([@B8]) to the data. Social and cultural psychologists have used intersubjectivity to study the context within which interlocutors make meaning ([@B55]). The dialogical approach allowed us to unpack the multiplicity in the constructions of Self (identity) and Others (and how the Other is embedded in the Self), where we focused on how Others influence the self-construction of racial identities. We went beyond the purely individualistic approach to identity construction and explored how participants co-constructed self-constructions of racial identities with Other, focusing particularly on the process, motivations and content of racial identity construction in each context.

We developed a semi-structured interview schedule that was used in all three locations (Singapore, Malaysia, and London). A review of the literature, discussed above, assisted in the development of the interview schedule as it allowed the interviewer (first author) to identify key topics that would be relevant to Malaysians and Singaporeans with regard to their racial identities. However, no questions pertaining to colonial history were asked in the main questions and prompts. Additionally, no references were made to the colonial history by the interviewer. The interview schedule is attached as Appendix [A](#A1){ref-type="app"}. It consists of nine open-ended, exploratory main questions, explanatory probes and a [Vignette List](#A2){ref-type="app"}. Some examples of these main questions are, "*What are the ways you explored your Malay/Indian/Chinese Identity*?" and "*How similar is being Malay/Indian/Chinese Identity in Singapore and London*?". The explanatory probes were used as and when necessary. As this data was collected as part of a larger study, the vignettes functioned as prompts for a specific part of that study centred on multiracial identities, and are not the focus of this paper. Colonial constructions of Asian identities in the two countries did not address "mixedness" between and among the diverse Asian populations, only acknowledging intermarriage between European and Asian individuals ([@B81]). In light of this limitation, multiracial identity construction was left out of this paper but addressed elsewhere ([@B78]).

The research process was double hermeneutic in nature ([@B34]) and researchers were reflexive in their approach, methodology and position when embarking on the study and analysing the results ([@B87]). The first author conducted all of the focus groups in the three different countries. Two aspects of her identity were particularly pertinent. The first was her positioning as a Singaporean, which became clear to both Malaysian and Singaporean participants because of her Singaporean accent. While participants spoke to her in various local languages it was the manner with which she spoke English that differentiated her from her Malaysian counterparts. Thus, participants positioned her as either an outsider or an insider based on participants' own national identification. It must also be noted that participants often drew on the first author's identity as a Singaporean when broaching topics that required an understanding of the Malaysian and Singaporean context. The second aspect of the first author's identity that was salient in the research context was their multiracial identity, which participants discussed at the end of the focus group discussions. The first author was perceived to be either Indian or multi-racial by the participants. The second author identifies as white and coming from a Western European country. She was not present during the focus groups, and thus 'invisible' to the particpants and in the discussions.

Participants
------------

We conducted ten focus group discussions, with a total of thirty-nine participants, in three different locations -- Kuala Lumpur (capital of Malaysia), Singapore and London (capital of United Kingdom). As discussions surrounding the topic of race were considered sensitive in Kuala Lumpur and Singapore, the groups were smaller than the ideal number for focus group discussions. Two focus groups that were intended to be carried out in Malaysia did not materialise because of unexpected attrition due to the timing of the focus groups. Focus groups in Malaysia were conducted 2 weeks after the introduction of the new Sedition Act in 2015 ([@B5]) and we postulate that this law may have influenced participants' willingness to participate. Confidentiality was emphasised and participants details were anonymised accordingly. To protect participant confidentiality, all interview participants were given pseudonyms during the transcription process.

Participants were recruited online via the social media platforms Facebook and Twitter. Participant recruitment advertisements outlined that the first author is interested in how Malaysians and Singaporeans understand ethnic identities and how they feel that their environment helps them in their understanding. Participants had a range of educational backgrounds. Only one out of the 10 focus groups was conducted with only university students (Malaysians in London, *n* = 5). There were no students in the focus groups conducted in Malaysia. All other focus groups had a mix of students from different educational institutions in Singapore, Malaysia, and the United Kingdom, and working adults. Focus group details are provided in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Focus group details.

  Participant details         Malaysian                           Singaporean
  --------------------------- ----------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------
  Mean Age                    26.1 years                          32 years
  Female (*n*)                8                                   15
  Male (*n*)                  8                                   8
  Focus groups in Malaysia    2 groups (*n*~1~ = 3, *n*~2~ = 4)   0
  Focus groups in Singapore   0                                   4 groups (*n*~1~ = 5, *n*~2~ = 4,*n*~3~ = 3, *n*~4~ = 3)
  Focus groups in London      2 groups (*n*~1~ = 6, *n*~2~ = 3)   2 groups (*n*~1~ = 5, *n*~2~ = 3)

All but three focus group discussions had participants who identified as mono-racial (Malay, Chinese, and Indian) and multiracial (Chinese and Indian heritage, for example). In two groups, all participants identified as mono-racial. In one group, all participants identified as multi-racial at different points in the discussion. It is of significance that all participants were categorised with only one racial identity but some identified as multiracial. Participant racial categorisation was captured at the start of the focus group discussions. These details are provided in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Participant background details.

  Pseudonym                       Age   Racial categorisation   Educational qualifications
  ------------------------------- ----- ----------------------- ----------------------------
  **Singaporeans in Singapore**                                 
  Kelvin                          25    Chinese                 Degree
  Nadia                           28    Indian                  Postgraduate
  Janet                           25    Chinese                 Degree
  Kumar                           33    Indian                  Postgraduate
  Shan                            53    Indian                  Postgraduate
  Zainal                          27    Malay                   Diploma
  Mika                            37    Indian                  Postgraduate
  Jesslyn                         31    Chinese                 Postgraduate
  Heera                           27    Indian                  Degree
  Ben                             28    Chinese                 Degree
  Saiful                          31    Javanese                A level
  Eugene                          31    Chinese                 Postgraduate
  Aarif                           36    Indian                  O level
  Nurah                           34    Indian                  Diploma
  Helen                           33    Chinese                 Postgraduate
  **Malaysians in Malaysia**                                    
  Sarojini                        33    Indian                  Postgraduate
  Sachin                          24    Indian                  A-level
  Nirmal                          35    Indian                  Degree
  Arvin                           28    *Kadazan*               Degree
  Sanjana                         23    Indian                  Degree
  Zaza                            28    *Bajau*                 Degree
  Anita                           36    Ceylonese               Postgraduate
  **Singaporeans in London**                                    
  Sofia                           41    Malay                   Diploma
  Zara                            32    Malay                   Postgraduate
  Revathi                         25    Indian                  Postgraduate
  Bala                            25    Indian                  Postgraduate
  Ray                             27    Chinese                 Degree
  Pam                             59    Eurasian                O level
  Jon                             26    Chinese                 Degree
  Mel                             22    Chinese                 Postgraduate
  **Malaysians in London**                                      
  Ilan                            34    Malay                   Postgraduate
  Aadil                           23    Malay                   Degree
  Jing Wei                        32    Chinese                 Degree
  Amit                            21    *Lain-Lain*             A levels
  Louisa                          20    Chinese                 A levels
  Noel                            21    Chinese                 A levels
  Christine                       21    Chinese                 A levels
  Trina                           20    Chinese                 A levels
  Selena                          19    Chinese                 A levels

The first author conducted the discussions in English. All participants were fluent in English and used phrases in three local languages- Mandarin, Malay, and Tamil -- that the first author had at least conversational competency in. The discussions were digitally recorded and transcribed verbatim, and then translated to English. All discussions in London were conducted in university rooms, whilst all discussions conducted in Malaysia and Singapore took place in home settings. Participants in London were reimbursed with £5 for transport costs. Participants in Malaysia and Singapore were not reimbursed for transport costs but were served refreshments during the discussions.

### Ethics

This study was carried out in accordance with the recommendations of the British Psychological Society (BPS) ethics guidelines and approved by the Chair of the Department of Psychological and Behavioural Sciences ethics committee, as well as Research Degrees subcommittee of the London School of Economics and Political Science, United Kingdom. All subjects gave written informed consent in accordance with the BPS ethics guidelines that refers to the Declaration of Helsinki. The protocol was approved by the Chair of the Department of Psychological and Behavioural Sciences ethics committee of the London School of Economics and Political Science, United Kingdom.

Analysis
--------

In scaffolding the analysis of the data, we asked the following questions of the data -- *Who is (and from which position are they) constructing the racial identity? What entails this construction? How do they express this construction? How do Others interact with this construction?* and tabled these constructions. A sample of the data analysis process is given in [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Sample of data analysis.

  Quotation                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  Construction of Chinese Identity             Who is constructing? (and position)              How do they express this?                                                      How do others in FGD interact with this?                                                      Point of conflict/Dialogical knot?
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------
  A:The Chinese are very hardworking, very entrepreneurial, very crude, very sharp, very kiasu                                                                                                                                                                                               Chinese as enterprising, Chinese as Kiasu    Anika, Indian position                           Reflecting the voice of non- present Others in a discussion on stereotypes     No contestation from others                                                                   No point of conflict
  Z: Like no mixture you know, pure Chinese K: So every part of them lah, every part of the animal                                                                                                                                                                                           Chinese as eating every part of the animal   Zainal, Malay position; Kumar, Indian position   Drawing on stereotypes to establish common understanding of Chinese identity   Group laughs in acceptance, however, Mika expresses disappointment in negative construction   No point of conflict
  E: the idea of Chinese identity probably doesn't come to mind so strongly because Singapore is afterall a Chinese city. Yeah, so being majority, it's sort of like it's something you don't contemplate on a daily basis as much as I would hear from my friends of other ethnicities...   Chinese as privileged                        Eugene, Chinese position                         Own perspective                                                                No comment from group, move on to next topic                                                  No point of conflict

This approach allowed us to first identify all 'I' positions and Other positions relevant to racial categories in the two countries in the text. For example, every time participants referred to a racial identity, we would highlight the text and mark if the participants was referring to their own racial identity or to that of another person. Second, we identified voices of the inner Others in discussions on racial identities. Here, we went through the highlighted texts to see if participants were claiming to express their own views or were drawing references to other people such as a parent's point of view. We then examined the dialogue and relationships between the different voices, as suggested by [@B8]. Multivoicedness is the simultaneous existence of different individuals' voices in any individual. It is also the simultaneous existence of individual voices and the voices of groups ([@B9]). Thus we focused our analysis and presented extracts here that showcase both dialogues between focus group members, but also within each individual. Essentially, we identified challenging sections of the focus group discussion where participants brought up a point of conflict or contention (a device called *dialogical knot* in DA) and resolved this conflict through their dialogical construction of the racial identities. These points of conflict can be connected to both positive and negative constructions becausetension need not arise only in the context negative representations of an identity^[2](#fn02){ref-type="fn"}^.

The transcripts were analysed both by hand and using NVivo. The first step was to read the transcripts several times and make notes by hand. In the second step, we used NVivo to identify relevant sections in the texts according to the questions outlined above. We then extracted these sections and analysed each section separately by hand. The dataset from each geographical location was analysed together first (Kuala Lumpur groups together, Singapore groups together, and London groups together) and then a secondary analysis was carried out where differences and similarities between the groups were compared. Our interpretation of the primary data was informed by other sources of information, such as newspaper articles about the socio-political contexts, as suggested by [@B8]. The theoretical framework, knowledge about the socio-political contexts, and data continued to speak to each other in the analysis of the data, and were unpacked together, leading to meaning emerging as a joint creation ([@B92]). For example, in the period that we were identifying all the different racial constructions, we also engaged with literature on Malaysian and Singaporean history, and multiculturalism policies. This included academic articles that outlined colonial administrators reports. The analysis was structured around identifying how racial identities were constructed by both ingroup and outgroup members, as can be seen in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. Analysis framework and codes were discussed in depth by a senior academic experienced in DA and the final coding framework was developed after extracts, relevant codes and 'I' positions were corroborated.

Results and Discussion
======================

Our findings will be discussed in two sections. First, we give an overview of the different constructions of Malay, Chinese, and Indian identities that emerged in the data, showcasing the breadth of the content of racial identity constructions among Malaysians and Singaporeans. Second, we connect these constructions to the processes and motivations of identity construction, demonstrating how these processes influence interactions and, by extension, intergroup relations between ingroup and outgroup members.

The Content of Racial Identities
--------------------------------

Based on our theoretical assumptions outlined above, we examined differences between Malaysians and Singaporean participants in the three different geographical locations. However, we found that constructions employed by participants in one location (for example, Singapore) were also shared by participants in other locations (for example, London). Constructions made by Malaysians were also brought up by Singaporeans. *Dialogical knots* were also present in the same constructions in all three geographical locations. In light of these three points, we broadened our analysis across ingroup racial identity constructions, and outgroup racial identity constructions. Malay, Chinese and Indian racial identities were discussed by both ingroup and outgroup members. In other words, Chinese identifying individuals constructed Chinese identity (ingroup) as well as Malay and Indian identities (outgroup). These individuals represented their own opinions, but also echoed those of their family members, and other racial group members, which demonstrates DA's understanding of multiple positions (multiple voices).

Broadly, participants engaged in a wide range of constructions about their own and other racial identities across the three locations. These constructions ranged from identities being embedded in the languages being spoken (Chinese as Mandarin Language speakers, Indians as Tamil language speakers) to identities possessing qualities (Chinese as traditional, Malay as rich in culture, Indians as united) to physical appearance (Indians as black, Chinese as having small eyes). That participants' constructions of outgroup racial identities was less heterogeneous compared to their constructions of ingroup racial identities is noteworthy. For example, Malay identifying individuals constructed Chinese identity only as "enterprising" and "privileged," while Malay identity was constructed in a more diversified manner. This conception has been proposed previously by [@B93] when he showed that the outgroup is constructed to be more homogenous than it is, while the ingroup is constructed to be heterogeneous. This is also known as the ingroup heterogenity/outgroup homogenisation effect ([@B73]).

Moving beyond an analysis of differences between geographical contexts meant that we could critically focus on the similarities between them. Specifically, when we examined the findings with a historical, colonial understanding, we could see that participants were engaging with similar stereotypical constructions. For the purposes of this paper, we draw on the following colonial constructions of the Malay, Indian, and Chinese identities. Colonial constructions of race were born from the imaginations of early European residents and administrators in British Malaya as mentioned before and summarised in this extract below:

> "From a labour point of view, there are practically three races, the Malays (including Javanese), the Chinese, and the Tamils (who are generally known as Klings). By nature, the Malay is an idler, the Chinaman is a thief, and the Kling is a drunkard, yet each in his own class of work is both cheap and efficient, when properly supervised"
>
> [@B102], p. 31)

The colonialists' denigration for the Chinese went even as far as, "Whenever money is to be acquired by the peaceful exercise of agriculture, by handicrafts, (...) there will be found the greedy Chinese" (Newbold, 1839, p. 10, in [@B44]). Whilst participants were not provided with these colonial constructions at any point in time during the discussions, these perceptions were clearly reflected in participants' contemporary constructions of Malay, Indian and Chinese identities. Specifically, these are: "*Indians as alcoholics and labourers, Malays as lazy, Chinese as "kiasu"^[3](#fn03){ref-type="fn"}^*(see [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). Both ingroup and outgroup members engaged with these three constructions. For example, "Malays as lazy" was constructed by both Malay participants and Indian participants, while Chinese participants constructed Malay identity in a more nuanced and less negative manner by constructing Malays as not industrious and relaxed. We will return to this point later.

###### 

Content of constructions.

  Constructions by                  Constructions of                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
  --------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Chinese identifying individuals   Chinese as a Mandarin Language speaker Chinese as traditional Chinese as enterprising Chinese as religiously diverse Chinese as educated in Chinese medium schools Chinese as kiasu Chinese as privileged Chinese as having small eyes Chinese have specific cultural values Chinese as a prescribed identity Chinese Malaysian different from PRC Chinese Traditional Chinese are different from Chinese Christians Chinese as a chopstick user Chinese as interested in Chinese culture Chinese as practical   Malays are relaxed and not industrious Malay as Muslim Malay as made to be complacent Malay as a Malay speaker Malays don't eat pork and don't drink Malays as not having certain military positions in Singapore Malays are treated unfairly                                                                                                         Indians as Tamil Language speaker Indians as well spoken Indians as doctors and lawyers Indians do not have to be Hindu
  Malay identifying individuals     Chinese as enterprising Chinese as privileged Chinese as eating all animal parts Chinese as good with numbers Chinese as not skilled in arts                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     Malays who speak English have lost their Malayness Malay as lazy Malay as Muslim Malays as insular group Malay as a Malay speaker Malays are not homogenous Malay as *minah* Malay as rich in culture Malay and Islam is separate Malay through wearing Baju Melayu (traditional Malay clothes) Malay as becoming Arab Malay as having Hindu origin   Indians as Tamil Language speakers Indians as united Indians as North Indian and South Indian Indians as smelling of curry
  Indian identifying individuals    Chinese as Mandarin language speakers Chinese as eating pork Chinese as enterprising Chinese as *Kiasu*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          Malay as Muslim Malays don't care about money Malays are multi- ethnicity Malay as lazy                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               Indians as Tamil speakers, Punjabi speakers, Malayalam speakers, Telugu speakers, Malay speakers, Urdu speakers Indians as English educated
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           Indians as *pottu*wearing Indians as labourers Indians as alcoholics/good drinkers Indians as Black Indians as *Keling* Indian Singaporeans as different from Indian from India in Singapore Indians as favouring spicy food

These constructions will be expanded upon in the following section. Now we turn to understanding how the processes and motivations of racial identity construction influenced, and was influenced by interactions with, Others.

Process and Motivation of Identity Constructions
------------------------------------------------

While the content of the racial identities was based on colonial constructions of race, the process of identity construction and motivations behind the process was seen when participants positioned themselves alongside or against these colonial constructions of race. This positioning took place in both the contemporary constructions of their own racial identities, as well as those of Others. For example, what it means to be Malay today was juxtaposed against colonial constructions of the Malay identity, and Malay-identifying individuals would challenge these constructions by providing new constructions of the Malay identity, thereby changing the content of that representation to a more positive construction.

### Positioning Along Colonial Constructions of Race

Participants took reference points for their own identity constructions from colonial constructions of race. In a focus group carried out in London among Malaysian participants, Chinese identity was constructed alongside the colonial construction of Chinese as "greedy" by Louisa, a self-identified Chinese Malaysian.

> Extract 1:
>
> Louisa: When I was brought up, even as a Chinese, I'm not that traditional. I don't speak Mandarin. I don't do all of the tradition things at home.
>
> First author: Do you speak any dialects?
>
> Louisa: No. My parents do. We're not really raised in that sense. Never really thought about...
>
> First author: So you didn't think about what it means to be Chinese...
>
> Louisa: I think it's based on a lot of stereotypes, so that's how I like picked up on
>
> First author: OK. Who created these stereotypes?
>
> Louisa: In school basically, when I was growing in primary school, basically like my friends were 70% Chinese. They would always label you like, Chinese people are super Kiasu \[see footnote 2 above\]. You know, that's how I like started forming my own thoughts like.

While this extract seems to register the speech only of one person (and the interviewer), Louisa's speech is intersected by the voices of other non-present speakers, showing tension between these voices, particularly from the home and school settings. Louisa constructs her Chinese identity from the position as a non-traditional Chinese, thereby distancing herself from stereotypical constructions of the Chinese identity. In constructing what she is, Louisa states what she is not, centering her construction on what are commonly thought to be symbolic practises upon which Chinese identity is constructed (such as speaking Mandarin, partaking in traditional activities at home). This example is a case of *intertextuality*, where prior representations support subsequent representations, thereby enacting a particular understanding of the Chinese identity ([@B29]).

In contrast, Louisa explicitly applies the construction by Others *("Chinese people are super Kiasu")* in the formation of her own Chinese identity. Louisa also deflected responsibility for perpetuating this stereotypical construction by using the phrase "*they would always label you*," removing agency from herself and directing the talk to Others in the room, instead of using the word "me" (and the "I" position) in that phrase. Other participants do not contest this hegemonic representation and move on to discuss their own experiences with the Chinese identity. The act of being "*Kiasu*" is one way of positioning oneself as Chinese, becoming a concrete enactment and social norm of the Chinese identity. By positioning herself along the colonial constructions of race, Louisa has sought to draw on common representations of the Chinese identity and changed it into an instrument that she can use in understanding what being Chinese meant to her. Drawing from SRA's concept of world-making assumptions, the social representation of Chinese identity is transformed from one that depends on the individual being "traditional" and "speaking Mandarin." Louisa is also transformed when she adopts this colonial label of greedy into contemporary construction of "Kiasu."

Interestingly, Louisa's speech highlighted here was a follow up from a group member's response to how they constructed their identity of being Chinese. The other participant, Selena, said that she asked her parents what it meant to be Chinese, and that was how she explored her Chinese Identity. Louisa contrasts this response by saying that she *"barely explored that to be honest."* This extract began with tension (a *dialogical knot*) that becomes resolved later in Louisa's speech when she claims to draw upon the construction of Others in the making of her own identity. This highlights the interdependence of group members' actions, both within the focus group and within the racial group (non-present Others) in the construction of an identity and it shows that racial identity is as much doing, as it is saying.

### Positioning Against Colonial Constructions of Race

However, most participants positioned themselves against colonial constructions of race. Here we see two Singaporean participants, Sofia and Zara, from a focus group conducted in London using the colonial construction of Malays as "idler" to position their Malay identity.

> Extract 2:
>
> Sofia: If I may just add I think I've noticed all of us wanting one, we're all Singaporean, which I'm so touched about, because as I said, I'm so much older than all of you, I grew up in a time when you were boxed, oh you're Malay, oh you're Chinese, oh you're Indian, you should be doing this, oh if you're Chinese, you cannot do art but you're good with numbers, Indian, then you have to smell of curry, you're very good at talking, you're Malay, oh very lazy, oh, very stupid, but you can sing very well \[group laughs\]. You come from that time when segregation was the norm, and you kind of accepted that.
>
> Zara: It was almost like character profiling.
>
> Sofia: Yah, I think the FBI can find a new job in Singapore, don't have to do profiling, it's all done. They themselves, we, my time, our people, accepted that by acting in that way, I'm Malay, of course I'm very bad in Math la, I'm not very clever... of course we are poor. You know that kind of thing. You know, now what I hear from all of you, the younger ones is that ok we are all Singaporean, we are a bit of Chinese, Indian, we are a bit of Malay, we eat all the different racial food, we happily celebrate each other's ethnic celebrations. I think we all sort of want that kind of cohesiveness, isn't it?

Sofia introduces constructions of Malays being "*very lazy*" and "*very stupid*" to the discussion. It is interesting to see that Sofia adds the emphasis *"very"* to the racial identity that she has been categorised as (Malay), and not to other racial identities. She switches from the *I* position ("*I grew up in a time"*) to the *you* position ("*you were boxed"*) and continues to draw other focus group participants into her experience. While it may seem like a dyadic verbal interaction between Zara and Sophia, the group responds to Sofia's introduction of colonial constructions of race. Here the group laughs, showing that they too are aware of these constructions. In this extract, tension exists not within the group, but within Sofia's speech. She switches from the "they" position to the "I" position as she resolves this conflict in the construction. We see these representations of Malays, Chinese, and Indians as shared knowledge within the group ([@B29]). In response, Zara steps in and signals her shared experience with Sofia, positioning herself as a person who grew up in the same time period. Sofia then switches positions again from "*they themselves*" to "*we, my time, our people*," this time aligning herself with Others who accepted these constructions. However, she underpins this process with the use of "*of course"* twice, positioning herself as being outside of this construction by mocking it.

We see the multi-voiced nature in the construction of the self and ingroup (Malay) identity here in Sofia's speech. This multi-voiced nature of the Self is considered an adaptive response to the fractured social world that we live in ([@B7]). Sofia appeals to the participants from the younger generation by drawing differences between "*my time*," a much younger, less aware Singapore and the current state of affairs in the country. Her construction of Malay identity here serves the purpose of illustrating a difference in the construction of racial identities from a time before. This distinction shows the evolving nature of the importance of these colonial constructions. The desire to move away from these colonial constructions comes from starting to name them as stereotypical constructions that have little relevance to what the younger generation experience -- a preference for the superordinate nationality identity ("*we are all Singaporean"*) over individual racial identities. Participants bring awareness of colonial constructions of race into the group, engage with these constructions collaboratively and distance themselves from it. Stereotypes are seen as judgments of a specific category (here, race), at times different to one's own, and which becomes a device that contains a social content ([@B67]). The stereotypes are thematised by participants, and we argue that participants are motivated to changing these stereotypes, and thus changing the content, by first acknowledging and talking about them.

Arvin and Anika, two participants from a focus group carried out in Malaysia, also constructed their Indian identities against the colonial construction of Indians as drunks. This extract highlights a problemmatic construction of Indians and shows how participants worked through this point of contention.

> Extract 3:
>
> Arvin: Uh, I'm like yah, you don't know how much I can drink. I'm like no, I can't drink. \[Laughs\]
>
> Anika: But that's true right, so when you say Indian, immediately you think, oh, able to drink.
>
> Arvin: Yah, yah.
>
> Anika: Should be able to drink the entire table. And historically, and rightly or wrongly, there's the prejudice that Indians are, you know, labourers, working in the estates, maybe to some extent, quite edgy. And I'm not saying that this is right, I mean, this is perception, right.

Here, Arvin switches between addressing the non-present Other from his conversation outside the focus group ("*you don't know"*), and his fellow focus group participants in the room, drawing the participants into this construction of the Indian identity. He signals his position (against the construction) reiterating his point that he does not fit into this stereotypical construction of Indians, and that it is a false construction of Indians. Anika continues to draw on the voice of the absent speaker, showing that the meta-meta knowledge (what we know about Others' knowledge of us) of the Indian identity is instrumental in the construction of racial identities.

Tension within Arvin's construction arises when Anika says "*But that's true right*," legitimising this false construction by then drawing Arvin and other focus group participants in by using "*you*" (other position). Arvin's positive response to this *("yah, yah")* then leads her to ground this construction in history, further legitimising this false construction. Yet even in the validation of this construction, Anika positions herself against it by being dismissive of it with the use of the phrase "*rightly or wrongly.*" She distances herself even further when she says "*I'm not saying that this is right"* once again showing the tension between talking about this false colonial construction of Indians and the desire to reflect her own sentiment about it. In their dialogue, we see that meaning drawn from meta (and meta-meta) knowledge of Indian identity is contextual^[4](#fn04){ref-type="fn"}^ and is not simply contained in the utterance of the stereotypical construction. Both Anika and Arvin seek to change the content of this construction through meta-knowledge and, in doing so, construct the Indian identity in opposition to Others' construction of Indians. By positioning themselves against these (negative) constructions, they create space for alternative constructions of the Indian identity. Anika embarks on this process of creating alternative constructions with the use of the word "edgy" rather than drunk, carefully co-constructing the Indian identity with Arvin.

An additional layer of complexity in identity construction takes place within this extract. Arvin, categorised by the state as *Kadazan*, a *Bumiputera* identity category, identifies with both his *Kadazan* and Indian identities. He began this extract by drawing reference to both *Kadazan* and Indian stereotypical constructions of being alcoholics. However, it is only the Indian (colonial) construction of Indian as drunk that the focus groups fixates and discusses, even when there was another member of the focus group who identified as *Bumiputera* (specifically *Bajau*). Not all negative constructions were contested in the focus groups, and this extract is a case in point.

Outgroup members frequently constructed racial identities that they did not identify with as well. In this focus group conducted in Singapore, Janet, self-identified Chinese Singaporean, constructs the Malay and Indian identity. What is interesting about the construction of the Indian identity is that Janet defers to Nadia, self-identified Indian participant in the construction of the Indian identity, positioning Nadia as a gatekeeper of the identity.

> Extract 4:
>
> Janet: Something like that, I don't know. \[Wrings hands\] I don't want any "seditious" \[Airquotes\]
>
> First Author: This is not like the Sedition Act^[5](#fn05){ref-type="fn"}^
>
> Janet: I'm totally like, digging my own... Crossing the boundaries a little bit, maybe, you know, Malays like lepak one corner, so, kind of the stereotype like, where, you know, you think Malays generally are more relaxed, they take things at a slower pace, they have different kind of culture, they are very tight-knit, something like that.... Indians, my mum keeps thinking that, Indians, they are very good speakers, as what she said that's why we have so many doctors and lawyers \[Nadia nods\] from there, because they are such good speakers.
>
> Nadia: Like...
>
> Janet: Like they like to argue, this kind of thing. Because my Indian neighbour is, he always goes down to the void deck, he talks to a old bunch of ladies, and he every time, he's like the group's mover, you know. So he's like, always travelling with his things someplace. But he's quite unique himself, he can speak Teochew...
>
> Nadia: Yes. \[Nods\]

Janet begins this dialogue in an apologetic tone, aware that she is bringing up some controversial issues embedded in the construction of the Malay and Indian identities. She highlights this tension within her own dialogue when she switches from one position to another ("*I'm totally like"; "you know you think"; "my mum"*). She brings in her mother's perspective (absent speaker) into the discussion as a powerful point of view in establishing the stereotypical constructions of which she is aware. The invoking of this stereotype clearly made Janet uncomfortable, and we can see how she resisted the construction of Indians as "*good speakers*" by creating a distance when referring to her mother's views instead of hers. This *dialogical knot* illustrates the conciliatory approach taken by Janet in discussing such essentialised constructions of different racial categories in Singapore. In this particular focus group, views about minority were discussed tentatively, and the other participants frequently looked to Nadia, the only racial minority member, for approval and acceptance. That Nadia did not question this positive construction of Indians and that the conversation progresses smoothly shows not only how Janet is able to draw on common references in the construction of the Indian identity, but also that belief in this construction allows Janet to elicit the support of her focus group members. Her mobilisation of this stereotypical construction, though tentative at first, gives her clues about the manner with which the conversation should unfold so as to elicit support from other people in that group setting.

That Nadia herself is a practising lawyer, adds a dimension of credibility to Janet's construction of Indians as *"doctors and lawyers."* From Janet's perspective, it also becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy. This is of course a positive construction of the Indian identity, and one that does not fall into the colonial construction of Indians. Janet's position is vastly different from the colonial construction of Indians as drunk labourers, demonstrating a crucial development in identity construction. It is also perhaps telling that this construction of Indians is elaborated on in this dialogue, rather than the colonial construction of Malays that Janet starts the dialogue with, showing Janet's positioning of herself as being against colonial constructions of race. In the space created by positioning herself against the colonial construction of Indians, Janet then puts forth a (positive) contemporary construction of the Indian identity. She has drawn on shared knowledge of the negative construction of Indians to change content of the Indian identity.

It is noteworthy that outgroup constructions of racial identities that resembled colonial constructions were often framed in a softer manner when they were speaking from their own voices as mentioned earlier. The colonial construction of "Malays as idlers" is constructed as "Malays are relaxed and not industrious" by Chinese identifying individuals. Janet's speech shows a hesitation to use a overtly negative stereotype on another group of individuals. Even when Indian identifying individuals constructed "Malays as lazy and entitled" as seen in Anika's speech below, she is seen to reflect the voice of the non-present Other.

> Extract 5:
>
> Anika: "And it's also the butt of jokes. So you know, Indians and then Chinese are very hardworking, very entrepreneurial, very crude, very sharp, kiasu, then Malay is very lazy, entitled, because with all the bumiputera um, you know, selection policies, and um, affirmative action policies that benefit them. So rightly or wrongly, and this is very specific to Malaysia and maybe to a lesser extent, Singapore."

We see that Anika draws on shared understandings of jokes that target specific racial groups in Malaysia and Singapore to discuss this negative construction of Malays. She does not claim to feel this way. In other words, she does not speak from her own voice, and directs the reader to what she presents as opinions that are present in the society at large. She thus introduces these negative constructions into the discussion in a manner that she hopes will not raise tension within the focus group, however, we note the tension in her speech. She seeks to clarify the construction by bringing in examples of social policies that are beneficial for Malays in Malaysia and also marks her speech with a caveat by stating *"rightly or wrongly."*

Colonial constructions of Malay, Chinese and Indian identities are embedded in the contemporary constructions of the same identities. Yet, what needs to be noted is that some colonial constructions were actively positioned against, such as the Indian and Malay identity, while the Chinese identity was positioned alongside the colonial construction. Indian and Malay colonial constructions were seen as wholly negative and thus participants contested them and distanced themselves from these constructions, creating new constructions juxtaposed against the old. However, the colonial Chinese construction is associated with more positive qualities such as being enterprising and being successful as a result of being "Kiasu" (see [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"} where all three racial groups constructed Chinese as enterprising). This positive perception could be a reason for the endurance of the colonial construction of Chinese identity.

Limitations
-----------

Before we summarise our findings, we would like to address potential for future research. A limitation of this study was that all participants had at least GCSE 'O' level (or equivalent) education, and were fluent in English. While this is largely representative of the English speaking Singaporean population, it does not represent much of Malaysia, where Malay is the lingua franca. Perhaps individuals who are less fluent and comfortable communicating in English would have different constructions of the races present in their countries. Malaysian participants were also only sampled from Kuala Lumpur, as we only had resources to conduct the focus group discussions for Malaysia in that location. We expect that discussions around racial identity would be different if the study was conducted in more rural parts of West Malaysia or in East Malaysia. While in many ways meaningful in understanding the construction of racial identity in Malaysia and Singapore, we have limited our discussion on the interconnected nature of racial and national identity in this paper, which we address elsewhere ([@B78]) because of our focus on developing a deeper understanding of the commonalities in the psychology of racial identity construction among Malaysians and Singaporeans. We encourage futher research understanding the complexities of hyphenated identities that encompass racial/ethnic and national identities.

Conclusion
==========

Empirically, this paper presents an often overlooked aspect of the context that contributes to racial identity construction - that of the (colonial) history. This oversight might be because much of social and cultural psychology today focuses on the immediate social context within which identities are constructed and negotiated. There is an increasing focus on the part of psychologists to address this oversight by engaging with coloniality and what that means for the psychology of individuals today. This focus is poignantly seen in recent work such as the special issues of the International Journal of Intercultural Relations edited by [@B15] and the Journal of Social and Political Psychology edited by [@B1], amongst others. This paper contributes to this growing body of research that seeks to expose the historical roots of how identities and identity categories came to exist in their current state. Specifically, this study reinforces [@B71] call for more psychological research to be conducted to understand how major geopolitical events, such as colonisation, influence people's lives.

A strength of this paper that has allowed us to explore the influence of colonial history in racial identity construction is its qualitative methodology. While quantitative analysis continues to provide observations that further our understanding of social representations and, by extension identities ([@B24]), qualitative methods and analysis have provided us with the opportunity for unique insights that we have gleaned about the influence of colonial symbols in contemporary racial identity construction. The methodology chosen for this study allowed us to elucidate the ways identities are dynamically disrupted, representational conflicts are resolved and identities are reconstructed in a mutual constitution of social and cultural worlds. Specifically, the method of data collection, the type of questions asked, and the type of analysis utilised in this paper were especially useful in documenting the mutual constitution of culture (seen through colonial representations of race) and psyche (seen through one's personal experience of identity). A key concern in the research process was to understand how racial identities were constructed and re-constructed in the presence of Others who were physically present, in addition to those who were implied and imagined. Specifically, an understanding of the dialogical interplay of the Self and Other, as well as the role of the social context as outlined in [@B80] was needed at this step for the study. Focus groups were used as valuable resources for data collection as they move beyond "essentially individualistic framework" ([@B75], p. 364) and examine the inter-subjective level of social identities on dialogicality, that is, the "capacity to conceive, create and communicate about social realities in terms of Otherness" ([@B62], p. 91). Thus, the choice of focus group data facilitated a deeper understanding of the connectedness between individuals in the racial identity construction process. Furthermore, the use of open-ended questions supplemented by relevant prompts in small group discussions faciliated the probing of complex ideological tools that participants drew upon in their construction, that perhaps would have been more challenging to elict in a quantitative survey or experimental set-up. In addition, we drew on one of the core functions of SRT that connects ideological systems in social and political life ([@B55]) for our DA. That is to say that social representations are viewed as ideological tools that can facilitate the exploration of inequality and stigma ([@B50]). Therefore, DA allowed us to examine the content, process and motivations of identity construction.

A key contribution of the paper is an expansion of the psychological conceptualisation of the socio-political context. Rather than drawing reference from the immediate perceptual context or specific moments in time, we found that the psychological traces of colonialism still echo in the self- presentation, construction and negotiation of racial identities of individuals from Malaysia and Singapore. Participants, regardless of differences in socio-political contexts, as characterised by different geographical locations, similarly engaged with colonial constructions of race in constructing contemporary Malay, Indian, and Chinese racial identities. Importantly, the colonial representations served the purpose of a providing a reference point, a way with which people organise and view their social worlds. We stress that the core of these constructions is based on colonial representations of race. Both the idea of categorising people according to discrete, "racial differences" and the contents of what these racial categories mean are rooted in colonial constructions, and have endured till today. These findings echo those of other scholars who found that the colonial past is relevant to one's social identity, and embedded in present life, if they have been colonised ([@B21]; [@B58]). Coloniality is not simply restricted to the distant past but is very much ongoing when seen in the light of intercultural (and intergroup) relations ([@B2]). Because identity is also located culturally and historically ([@B37]), the socio-political context needs to more explicitly include historical and cultural elements. We extend Hammack's point by defining culture to include the post-colonial. Postcoloniality means that cultural legacies of colonial symbols still influence the psychology of contemporary society ([@B74]) and that culture can be conceptualised beyond fixed national and cultural boundaries ([@B11]). Indeed, what we show is that the psychology of racial construction is embedded in a space that surpasses fixed geographical boundaries of nationhood and culture.

Therefore, we argue that the conceptualisation of the socio-political context should include the ideological context of colonialism and post-coloniality. In this sense, socio-political contexts are not just demarcated by geographical locations and, by extension, contemporary political ideologies, but also can be rooted in historical experiences that create a powerful ideological context that crosses geographical boundaries. When context is examined through lens of colonial history, we see that the differences in geographical location (United Kingdom, Malaysia, and Singapore) and specific moments in time (different focus groups) are not the only frames within which identity construction takes place. Rather, we posit that the socio-political context can also be understood as everyday engagments with colonial symbols that transcend geographical locations and moments in time. We call for researchers to expand the conceptualising of context beyond that which is usually studied. We argue that psychological understanding of context should not only be embedded in spaces and specific moments in time, but also in the embodied mind that has experienced colonialism and continues to perpetuate colonial thinking. Colonialism is not a thing of the past. It continues to influence our contemporary ways of being not only in physical ways (such as colonial architecture, colonial social policies) but also in its omnipresence in our minds and bodies. In essence, context is time (and history) moving through embodied minds, as much minded bodies move through spaces and time.

Theoretically, we have extended the SRA concepts of meta and shared knowledge ([@B29]) in the application of the study of racial identities. Notably, extracts 2 and 4 show how participants draw on meta and shared knowledge to change the contents of the representations of Malay and Indian racial identities from a colonial construction to a contemporary construction. In doing so, they also frame their identities within this changed content. These enduring colonial representations provided the foundation for the change in the construction of racial identities among our participants. The use of these colonial representations did not mean that participants accepted them wholly. Participants challenged and contested these colonial constructions of race when constructing their racial identities today. The defining property of a social representation is not that it should be shared in the same way by everyone who uses such a representation. Rather, the internal structure of the representation and the extent to which it is dispersed within a group or social category will depend on the functions that it serves. As seen from extracts 1 and 3, participants' knowledge of a representation of the Chinese and Indian identities allowed them to form their constructions of their own racial identities. This finding is significant as it contributes to a fuller understanding of the SRA paradigm by showing how individuals use meta and shared knowledge to change their identities. This aspect of identity change is not addressed in the current SRA framework. Therefore, this paper proposes a dynamic view of SRA in action, showing how social representations are not static descriptions of the reflections of society but rather are re-presentations of the social world that have the potential for change within society. By re-presenting their identities, we posit that participants are engaging in social change. This presents possibilities for a new reality, therefore connecting the four facets of SRA (meta-knowledge, shared knowledge, enacted communication, and world making assumptions) in the study of racial identity construction.

Lastly, we see that colonial representations of race are central to constructions of different racial identities in Singapore and Malaysia by *both ingroup and outgroup members*. Racial identity constructions are not limited to minority group members, as shown in research discussed above (e.g., [@B98]; [@B86]). All participants used the process of identity construction to understand how Others position them, and how they should position themselves to Others. Thus, racial identity takes on a strategic role, informing Singaporean and Malaysian individuals of Chinese, Malay, and Indian racial identity about how to interact with one another in group settings. We show that because racial identity construction is inherently relational, participants engage in them beyond the motivation of increasing positive self-esteem. Participants use these constructions to connect with one another, as seen in extract 1 and 2, and to ascertain how to interact with one another, as seen in extract 4. Participants also manage tension when introducing negative constructions into group discussions, as seen in extract 5, and here identity construction is also a diplomatic exercise undertaken in group settings.

Even so, participants express discomfort when engaging with these representations, and distance themselves from the negative aspects of these constructions. There is an awareness that the racial categories, and associated colonial constructions, are insulting and inappropriate. Participants are aware that these colonial constructions of race are limiting and do not necessarily represent their own views on race and racial categorisation in these countries. Nonetheless, they engage with them because it gives them not only a common understanding of racial identities, but also a way to interact with one another in group settings, which is telling of the enduring, yet contested, nature of these representations and the power that the ideological context of colonialism presents in the embodied minds of individuals.

At a broader level, the paper contributes to ongoing discussions in the field of cultural psychology with regards to deepening the field's understanding of culture. Defining culture is considered a futile attempt given its widespread useage across academic and non-academic contexts, and starkly different conceptualisations, as concluded by [@B54]. But a nuanced understanding of culture is necessary to continue our study on the psychology of the human condition. Not only will the study of intergroup relations benefit from a more explicit inclusion of culture, the study of culture will also stand to gain from an exploration of the psychology of intergroup relations. We argue that because the Self and culture are not mutually exclusive ([@B42]), and the Other is part of the Self ([@B9]), the study of culture itself should also be one that addresses the connections between the Self and the Other. A cultural psychological perspective is one that connects "embodied personal dispositions and the cultural-ecological structures that continually tune those dispositions" ([@B3], p. 193) and one that studies the "intentional worlds" of individuals ([@B88], p. 3). Culture has also been conceptualised as a "collective programming of the mind" that distinguishes one group of individuals from the other ([@B46], p. 21), highlighting that the study of intergroup differences and intergroup relations needs to be embedded in a cultural psychology approach. Therefore, we suggest that the study of culture for psychologists is one that connects (1) individual characteristics, (2) the many social worlds of the individual, (3) culture as an institutional structure and (4) intergroup relations. To this end, this paper brings together these four aspects - specifically the co-constructions of racial identities by individuals belonging to different groups within a conceptualisation of culture that includes the colonial institution. Historical events lead to lasting cultural legacies and political ideologies in the constructions of racial identities by different groups in society, showing how the past still has a place in contemporary psychologies, especially in the cultural and social psychological imagination of race.
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Self is capitalised to distinguish from a reference by a subject to the same subject. Other is capitalised to differentiate from the interpersonal other.

It must be noted that DA does not require an enumeration of themes or codes. This type of analysis is better captured in a Content Analysis (see [@B10]; [@B52]). Rather, DA focuses on locating these *dialogical knots* during the construction of an identity. [@B7] provide a good account of how DA can be used to understand identity constructions.

Kiasu is a Hokkien (Chinese) term and a cultural concept for a negative form of competition that is said to promote selfishness and stem from greed ([@B45]).

Context is conceptualised here as both a historical context (period of colonisation) as well as a geographical location (Malaysia).

To date, public discussions regarding race, language or religion are considered to be taboo and discussions are censored by the state and citizens alike ([@B33]).

  Introduction                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Thank you for agreeing to take part in this research study.(Author introduction)I hope to get as much information as possible so please share as many details and opinions. There are no right or wrong answers. I am interested in your opinions. The discussion will be video recorded so that it can be transcribed later. This will help me understand better what everyone is saying. No names or personal identifiers will be used at any stage of the analysis. All information will be kept confidential and will be used for research purposes only. Are there any questions at this stage? Ok, before we begin, could you share with me why you agreed to take part in this interview?   
  Main Discussion points                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             Prompts
  Ok let's go around the group and introduce ourselves. We can state our names (or names that you would like to be called in this group), pronouns that you would use to call yourself, and the item that you have brought along that encapsulates your ethnic identity.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
  What racial category was used to describe you when you were born?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  What are the ways you explored your Malay/Indian/Chinese Identity?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 What makes you Malay/Indian/Chinese? Language? Food? What does the Malay/Indian/Chinese culture mean to you?
  How does your idea of your ethnicity/race differ from others in your ethnic/racial group?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          How representative of your ethnic group are you? Do you find it easy to be a member of your ethnic group?
  When you see another person of your ethnicity/race, what language do you speak to them in?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         How do you decide if someone you have never met is of your ethnicity/race?
  What do you think of interethnic marriage?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         Do you have friends/other family members (not from your immediate family) who are mixed?
  Suitable Vignette from list (attached below)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       What do you think about this statement?
  Malaysia/Singapore is seen as a multiracial country. What makes it multi racial?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   What are some ways that Malaysia/Singapore is multiracial? What is the importance of Malaysia being multi racial?
  How similar is being Malay/Indian/Chinese in Malaysia/Singapore and London?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
  We are now at the end of our discussion and I would like to get some feedback from you. Considering all the issues discussed this afternoon, which do you feel are the most important issues discussed?                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            Have we missed out any important issue?

  Topic                                                      Vignette
  ---------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Institutional Racism experienced when multiracial          And such an experience happened when I was 16, so I went up to visit my Chinese friend and Indian friend in a restaurant. So it's fasting month and I was eating and enjoying myself with my friends and talking. There were these authorities from Jakim, the Islam Council, and they were conducting raids in restaurants to catch any Muslims or Malays eating food and not doing their fasting and stuff. So I was eating and suddenly there was someone slapping my shoulder very hard and it caused a lot of pain and I turned around and there was this officer. And I said, 'no, I'm not, I'm a Chinese mixed Indian,' but they don't believe, and to the extent that I had to bring out my identity, my IC and then he refused to look at the IC. They just grabbed me and put me in the car. And then went to the police station and I sit there for hours, called up my parents, my mother basically but my mother can't come because she's working. So they phoned up my aunt and when they called up, they were so surprised why is he Chinese and then I said, 'I only asked you to look at my IC but you did not, you refused.'
  Indian and Chinese experience similar discrimination       I feel that the Indian community and the Chinese community are somewhat playing on a somewhat similar playing field. I think they both face discrimination. They both face similar issues in their lives. They go through about the same level of racism as well in other countries and also within their own country as well. So in many ways, they do have a lot of similarities that they've not actually acknowledged that they do.
  Acceptance of multiracial individual by one racial group   First Author: How did your friends see you? Vino: The majority of my very close childhood friends saw me as Chinese sometimes. Another Chinese girl who was just bigger, a little darker, had an Indian father and an Indian name. Apart from that, she was very much like... I was very much like them and they accepted me. I started picking up a lot of Chinese dialects. I ate a lot of Chinese food. I wanted to do all the fun activities with my friends. And apart from that, everybody would just call me Vino you know.
  Choice of one racial identity over the other               My mum is a bit antagonistic toward my dad so she's always telling me, don't be like your dad, he's lazy because we've got this stereotype about Malays. So she's always like, don't be like your dad, don't be lazy, don't be this, don't be that and after a while, those stereotypes got in my mind and I started identifying myself as a Chinese more.
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